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Abstract Optimization of arthroscopic view with tech-

nological innovation. To formulate objective measures for

arthroscopic image quality. This is achieved by defining

uniquely interpretable descriptions of disturbances of the

arthroscopic image. Disturbances in the arthroscopic view

were defined focusing on the size of the disturbance area,

and the duration of a disturbance. They were categorized as

Bleeding, Turbidity, Air Bubbles, Loose Fibrous Tissue,

Attached Fibrous Tissue, Tissue too Close, and Instrument

too Close. Ten arthroscopic knee procedures were recorded

on digital film with a frame rate of 25 images per second

(almost 5 h in total). Using time-action analysis, two

investigators individually scored the presence and type of

each disturbance in all 5 h of the ten arthroscopies. The

kappa statistic was used to assess agreement between the

investigators. Additionally, five other observers, who had

no prior training, scored 1 min of each of the ten arthros-

copies (total of 10 min) to evaluate the definitions for un-

ique interpretability. The adjusted kappa statistic (kappa is

corrected for high prevalence) shows good tester agree-

ment for all disturbances (range 0.71–0.96), also for the

observers who had no prior training. Only Turbidity shows

a moderate agreement (0.59 and 0.44). This is due to the

difficulty to assess the exact start and end time of Tur-

bidity. We succeeded in describing uniquely interpretable

definitions for seven disturbances. This allows objective

and quantitative determination of arthroscopic image

quality, which is required to improve future arthroscopic

equipment and training facilities.

Keywords Knee joint � Arthroscopy � Image quality �
Time-action analysis � Video analysis

Introduction

The image quality during arthroscopic procedures is

dependent on a number of factors: condition of the camera,

the light source and the arthroscope, type of irrigation sys-

tem, use of tourniquet, condition of the joint, portal place-

ment, use of instruments, and skills of the surgeon. Even if

the basic conditions are present, i.e., properly functioning

equipment, and sufficient surgical skills, the maintenance of

a clear view is sometimes difficult [19]. In the literature, no

consensus exists on the optimal configuration or conditions

for irrigation to maintain a certain arthroscopic image

quality [8, 18]. In order to study the arthroscopic image

quality, objective and quantitative measures are required,

which at present are not available to our knowledge. Liter-

ature only presents measures that investigate the effective-

ness of automated pump systems, which is partly related to

the arthroscopic image quality [2, 7, 12, 13]. However, these

measures are either subjective, such as visual clarity on a

three-point scale, or objective, such as the mean operation

time or the number of fluid bags used. In the case that the

measures are objective, they are not directly related to the

image quality. Therefore, these measures are less relevant

for surgeons, because their focus is on the quality of the

arthroscopic view during a procedure.

In order to objectify arthroscopic image quality, we

propose to define disturbances of the arthroscopic view

containing information on the size of the disturbed areas,

and their duration. From these definitions, the arthroscopic

image quality can be defined as good or sufficient, if none

of the disturbances is present. The aim in this study is to
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present uniquely interpretable descriptive definitions of

disturbances of the arthroscopic view. The level of agree-

ment in interpreting the definitions is determined by per-

forming time-action analysis and kappa statistic.

Methods

Before the study design is presented, time-action analysis is

introduced, and the descriptive definitions of the distur-

bances are proposed.

Time-action analysis

Taylor, one of the pioneers of process analysis, introduced

time measuring of process variables in 1881 [16]. He

improved the productivity of Midval Steel Company by

determining time standards for standardized jobs, and by

separating the planning and the execution of work. Time-

action analysis is a quantitative method to determine the

number and duration of actions, and has been previously

used in the medical field [3, 4, 11, 15]. It represents the

relative timing of different events and the duration of the

individual events. In the medical field, time-action analysis

has proven its value in objectifying and quantifying surgical

actions. It is successfully introduced as a method to deter-

mine learning curves [5], and to compare the efficiency

of new instruments or techniques [6, 15]. In this study,

time-action analysis was used in a different manner: instead

of documenting surgical actions disturbances of the arthro-

scopic view were measured.

Definitions of disturbances

As was stated, the image quality during arthroscopic pro-

cedures is dependent on a number of factors. It was assumed

that the camera, the scope, and the light source were func-

tioning properly, as these should be inspected regularly.

Furthermore, we assumed that our only source of informa-

tion is the movie of the arthroscopic view. This implies that

although a disturbance could be caused by different factors,

only its effect on the view is determined. From these con-

ditions and our own observations we defined seven distur-

bances: Bleeding (is influenced by the use of a tourniquet,

and instruments), Turbidity (is influenced by the condition

of the joint), Air Bubbles (is influenced by type of irrigation

system, and the use of instruments), Loose Fibrous Tissue (is

influenced by the condition of the joint, and the use of

instruments), Attached Fibrous Tissue (is influenced by the

condition of the joint), Tissue too Close (is influenced by

the condition of the joint, portal placement, and skills of the

surgeon), and Instrument too Close (is influenced by skills of

the surgeon; Fig. 1). Each description of a disturbance

contained a time component, and an image area component.

The definition of the time component was the same for

all disturbances:

Fig. 1 Arthroscopic images represent the disturbances as defined in the paper. a Bleeding, b Turbidity, c Air Bubbles, d Loose Fibrous Tissue,

e Attached Fibrous Tissue, f Tissue too Close, and g Instrument too Close
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• The start time is the image frame for which a

disturbance conforms to the image area definition.

• The end time is the last image frame for which a

disturbance conforms to the image area definition. In

practice, one always has to view at least one frame

more than the end time.

• There is a threshold of one image frame. This implies

that a disturbance of one frame only is not marked, and

vice versa an undisturbed view of one frame only is not

marked.

• One disturbed image frame in between an undisturbed

frame, and a disturbed frame of another category is not

marked.

• If a Disturbance 1 is overruled by another Disturbance 2,

marking of Disturbance 1 is stopped, and the last image

frame that does contain Disturbance 1 is marked as end

time. If Disturbance 1 is visible again a new start time is

indicated, e.g., Turbidity will be marked until another

disturbance Air Bubbles or Tissue too Close takes over.

The image area component was different for the dis-

turbances. Since no guidelines could be found in literature

about image quality, the image area that at least should be

disturbed was set to a fairly logical 25% of the total cir-

cular arthroscopic image (Fig. 2). We also acknowledged

that a disturbance localized in the center of the image

would have more impact. For Bleeding, Turbidity, Air

Bubbles, Loose Fibrous Tissue, and Attached Fibrous

Tissue the image area components were described as:

• The disturbance should cover at least a 25% of the

image area or

• If the disturbance is less than 25% of the image area, but

covers at least 5% of the image area, and is propagating

through the image center for at least one frame.

In the case of Bleeding, the image area should be red

and not transparent, else it is marked as Turbidity (Fig. 1a).

Turbidity contains thin streams of blood, yellowish thick

joint fluid (Fig. 1b), fatty bubbles, or small pieces of tissue,

that should be no greater than the fatty bubbles and in

numbers less than ten. For Attached Fibrous Tissue, which

is fibrous tissue that is attached to one of the anatomic

structures of the joint, the image area that is blocked should

be less than 90% (Fig. 1e). Tissue too Close implies that

tissue is blocking at least 90% up to 100% of the image

area, and gives a blurry or out of focus view that could be

colored white, yellow, or red (Fig. 1f). For Instrument too

Close, at least 50% of the image area should be covered

with the instrument (Fig. 1g), since than overview on the

operation area is diminished strongly. The shape of the

instrument becomes out of focus, blurry, and colored black.

When the shaver is used, it is possible that both Attached

Fibrous Tissue and Instrument too Close have to be marked

simultaneously.

Evaluation

Arthroscopic knee procedures are performed most fre-

quently, and it was expected that all the proposed distur-

bances would occur. Therefore, ten arthroscopic knee

procedures were arbitrarily chosen to be recorded in a

period of 1 month (Table 1). Only cruciate ligament

reconstructions were excluded. The procedures were per-

formed by two junior staff members. Drills, vaporizing

instruments, microfacturing, or meniscal repair techniques

were not used. The patients were not notified of the

recordings, because the operation was not influenced, and

the patients’ identities could not be traced from the video.

Fig. 2 Different examples of

25% of the image area (white
transparent areas). Based on

these examples, it was

determined that a disturbance

covering at least 25% of the

image area was scored as

disturbance
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There is one operation that took a rather unusual long time

(91 min). We decided to keep this recording, because a

large number of disturbances definitely occurred which was

useful for the evaluation of the definitions.

The procedures were recorded with a consumer digital

video camera (JVC GR D93), a notebook PC (HP Compaq

NC6120 P-M 750 60 Gb 512 Mb), a S-VHS cable, and a

fire wire cable. The arthroscopic view was captured in

AVI-format (image resolution: 720 · 576, frame rate: 25

images per second). A time-action analysis was performed

for each separate disturbance, where all arthroscopic ima-

ges were marked as ‘1’ if that particular disturbance oc-

curred, or marked ‘0’ if that disturbance was absent. This

analysis was performed with Adobe Premiere Pro, version

1.5, Adobe Systems Incorporated, which enables frame by

frame analysis of digital movies. The data were processed

with Microsoft Office Excel 2003, Microsoft Corporation

and Matlab, version 7.0.4.365 (R14), The Mathworks to

calculate a kappa statistic.

In the first phase, two investigators independently per-

formed the time-action analysis on all 5 h of film. Both

investigators were no surgeon, which implied that they

analyzed the arthroscopic images only with the definitions,

and were not tempted to interpret the images based on

surgical experience. After this, the results were discussed

to identify possible differences in interpretation of the

disturbances. This resulted in the adjustment of the defi-

nitions to the final version as presented. The main change

was the addition of a transparent screen containing squares

that matched 5% of the image area, which was superim-

posed on the film material. This facilitated the judgment

of the image area component. In the second phase, five

observers were asked to perform a time-action analysis on

1 min of each of the ten operations (total of 10 min). The

10 min were arbitrarily chosen, but care was taken that all

disturbances would occur in this time period. The five

observers had no prior training, and were asked to score the

disturbances by using the definitions only. This way true

tester agreement could be assessed.

A kappa value of 0.7 or more was considered to be a

good agreement, and implies that the definitions were

sufficiently formulated [1]. Since the prevalence of the

majority of the disturbances was small in comparison to the

total number of frames, we expected a high/low prevalence

effect in the kappa statistic. Therefore, the adjusted kappa

statistic that compensates for this effect was calculated as

well [14]. The mean of the kappa’s was used in order to

compare the results for more than two testers. Additionally,

the absolute percentage of agreement was calculated.

Results

Ten arthroscopic knee procedures were performed with a

mean operating time of 29 min, 59 s, and 9 frames (min-

imum was 13:37:17, and maximum 91:27:10). The total

operation time of the ten procedures was 4 h, 59 min, 23 s,

and 12 frames (Table 1). In the last two columns of

Table 1, percentages of the operation time are presented

for which disturbances occurred. These are merely shown

to give an idea of the disturbance rate. The agreement

of the two investigators that scored all 5 h of arthroscopies

is summarized in Table 2. The absolute percentages of

agreement are high for all disturbances. Comparing the

normal and adjusted kappa’s, it is shown that the difference

in prevalence between the disturbed frames, and undis-

turbed frames has a significant negative effect on the nor-

mal kappa values. The adjusted kappa shows only values

above 0.78, which implies a good to very good agreement;

accept for the adjusted kappa value of Turbidity, which is

Table 1 Ten arthroscopic

procedures were recorded

In the second column, the

operation time is given. The last

two columns give the

occurrence of disturbances as a

percentage of the operation time.

The third column includes the

disturbances that can be

minimized by irrigation

(Bleeding, Turbidity, Air

Bubbles, and Loose Fibrous

Tissue), and the last column

includes other disturbances

(Attached Fibrous Tissue,

Tissue too Close, Instrument too

Close). The presented results are

analyzed by one investigator,

and serve as an example

Knee arthroscopy Time

(min:s:frames)

Disturbances

minimized by

irrigation (%)

Other

disturbances

(%)

Biopsy 26:50:18 26 33

Cyst removal 17:55:11 38 24

Cyst removal 91:27:10 36 34

Meniscectomy 35:50:20 45 21

Meniscectomy 26:03:15 20 28

Meniscectomy 33:15:9 24 27

Meniscectomy 19:56:10 63 28

Meniscectomy 13:37:18 63 17

Meniscectomy 17:55:13 60 12

Nettoyage-partial rupture of

anterior cruciate ligament

16:30:03 23 20

Total 4:59:23:12 40 ± 17 24 ± 7
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moderate (0.59). The results of the five observers that

scored the 10 min of film are slightly lower than the results

of the two investigators, but only the adjusted kappa of

Turbidity is less than 0.7 (Table 3).

Discussion

Since optimal arthroscopic view is very important, a first

step in achieving this is the set up of objective and quan-

titative measures to judge the arthroscopic image quality.

The main result is that the proposed descriptive definitions

of disturbances show sufficient tester agreement to (>0.7)

to qualify for this purpose. Even with no prior training, the

five observers gave only slightly lower kappa values than

the two investigators who had set up the definitions, and

had prior training with the analysis. The moderate agree-

ment on Turbidity can partly be explained. To identify

Turbidity, the movies had to be played at normal speed,

and because Turbidity sometimes gradually evolved it was

difficult to judge the occurrence consequently. This could

easily result in a disagreement of a couple of frames for the

start and the end time. This effect became significant, be-

cause Turbidity occurred so frequently.

To our knowledge similar studies in this field are

unavailable. In order to place our results in some per-

spective, we compared it with studies in other medical

fields where interpretation of anatomic structures is

performed. The kappa values found in radiographic

(0.42–0.99) and histologic (0.5) images are marginally

unfavorable with our results [9, 10, 17], but this has to be

interpreted with care.

In clinical practice, surgeons have more information at

their disposal than the arthroscopic view on the monitor,

e.g., the orientation of their instruments, and their surgical

experience. Furthermore, we realize that some disturbances

remain unnoticed by the operating surgeon, because she/he

is used to a typical view, primarily concentrates on the

treatment itself, or cannot minimize a disturbance with

the current equipment. This could bias the interpretation of

the arthroscopic images. Especially, since our intention is

to apply the definitions in computerized disturbance

detection, and such complex cognitive image interpretation

is very difficult to incorporate. Therefore, observers were

used who had no surgical experience. This might have

enlarged the kappa values.

Some aspects of the definitions are defined fairly arbi-

trarily, such as the size of the image area covered by a

disturbance. Changes in the size of the image area probably

result in different outcomes of the actual frequency and

duration of disturbances, but should not influence the tester

agreement. Additional research is necessary to relate the

definitions to the image quality experienced by the sur-

geons. Furthermore, the variations in clinical practice are

too large to draw significant conclusions on the percentage

of the operation time that each disturbance occurs. Nev-

ertheless, this was not the scope of this study.

Although the time-action analysis is time-consuming, it

gives detailed insight in the disturbances’ frequency,

duration, and the moment of occurrence. In subsequent

studies, the focus can be on reducing dominant distur-

bances, on comparing the aspects that influence the image

Table 2 The percentage of agreement, and the kappa statistic cal-

culated for the two investigators that formulated the definitions, and

analyzed all 5 h of film of ten arthroscopic knee procedures

Agreement

(%)

Kappa

normal

Kappa

adjusted

Bleeding 98 0.11 0.96

Turbidity 79 0.48 0.59

Air Bubbles 99 0.79 0.98

Loose Fibrous Tissue 97 0.31 0.94

Attached Fibrous Tissue 89 0.67 0.78

Tissue too Close 98 0.80 0.95

Instrument too Close 99 0.38 0.97

Table 3 Results of the analysis of 1 min out of each of the ten arthroscopic knee procedures

Agreement (%) Normal kappa Adjusted kappa

Investigators Observers Investigators Observers Investigators Observers

Bleeding 94 92 0.53 0.45 0.88 0.83

Turbidity 76 72 0.42 0.23 0.53 0.44

Air Bubbles 99 98 0.85 0.32 0.98 0.96

Loose Fibrous Tissue 97 95 0.66 0.17 0.95 0.91

Attached Fibrous Tissue 89 86 0.62 0.53 0.77 0.71

Tissue too Close 98 86 0.67 0.39 0.96 0.73

Instrument too Close 97 94 0.28 0.29 0.95 0.88

The percentage of agreement, and the kappa statistic of the two investigators are shown in columns 2, 4, and 6. The mean results of the five

observers are given in shown 3, 5, and 7
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quality quantitatively, and other scientific evaluation of

arthroscopic practice with the arthroscope as basis. Al-

though most of the disturbances depend on several factors,

the majority could be minimized with new technological

developments. This is particularly true for the disturbances

that can be minimized by irrigation (Bleeding, Turbidity,

Air Bubbles, and Loose Fibrous Tissue; Table 1). With the

help of the strict definitions, computerized disturbance

detection can be developed. Such a system could be

implemented in any arthroscopic pump (gravity or auto-

mated pump) to optimize irrigation. With the redesign of

sheaths or cannulae, the occurrence of Attached Fibrous

Tissue could be reduced. Finally, Tissue too Close, and

Instrument too Close depend partly on surgical skills. With

the same computerized disturbance detection, the duration

of the latter disturbances could be stored of a procedure,

and used to give feedback to surgeons in training.

Conclusions

Seven disturbances were identified that serve as measures

for arthroscopic image quality. In this study, we succeeded

in describing definitions for these disturbances, that are

sufficient uniquely interpretable. This allows the objective

and quantitative determination of arthroscopic image

quality, which is required to improve future arthroscopic

equipment and training facilities.
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